BARCELONA

activity BARCELONA STEP BY STEP

subject BCN modern and contemporary architecture and urbanism

BCN step by step is a week long programme comprising several courses addressing specific urban themes. Every week we will study one subject intensively. Barcelona will be used as case study: our aim is to show those circumstances and solutions that can be applied to other situations and places. The image of Barcelona’s recent mediatic icons is so strong that it hides the real urban and architectural value of our city. The aim of the course is to discover and analyze those developments (buildings and public sites) of the last 50 years that contribute to Barcelona’s remarkable quality of life.

teachers Regular teachers of Barcelona School of Architecture ETSAB
Experts and professionals of Barcelona Authors of the buildings

daily activities - Visit or excursion
- Field work
- Lecture
- Workshop
Workshop includes daily visit or excursion, field work, lectures and workshop.

dates and venue June, July, September 2015
Barcelona School of Architecture ETSAB
Diagonal, 649
08028 Barcelona

vacancies 35 / course
For students, professionals

information www.etsab.upc.edu

other courses We can also design workshops on demand, adapting topic and extension to your requirement.